VA
VistA
Small Label Printer

(MPC43-1 / MPC43-2)

Overview
This small label printer has been
specifically configured to print VistA
labels just like the larger industrial
printers currently in use at the VA. All
VistA label information is represented
on the label and can be scanned with existing scanners
the same as the larger label printers. The advantage is that
this printer is smaller and lightweight and can fit in smaller
areas or moved easily. In addition, it comes in two flavors –
Ethernet Ready or WiFi Ready.
The MPC43 Printer makes use of the versatile Intermec
PC43 Printer using Smart Printing technology so that you
can print small (1.5” x .5”) VistA labels or the regular size
VistA labels (3” x 1”). Simply assign an IP Address to the
printer so it can work with VistA, then start printing.
It’s that easy.

Printer Specifications
The easy-to-use PC43 desktop printers feature a doublewall clamshell construction for long term durability. This
printer was designed by users for quick set-up and troublefree use. No longer are users required to decode a blinking
LED to determine printer status. This printer comes with
a universal Icon interface for immediate notifications
reducing training and support needs.
One-hand drop-in media loading (and reloading) makes it
highly intuitive. Best of all, the disinfectant resistant case
means it’s made to last in your environment. The one-inch

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•

Prints small labels (1.5” x .5”) or regular size labels (3” x 1”)
Plug and Play VistA compatible – No changes necessary
Ethernet ready or WiFi Ready (choose Part #)
Light-Weight and Portable
Use for AMES/MERS or GIP

core accommodates the largest ribbon roll (up to 11,811
inches/300m) in a desktop printer reducing the need for
frequent replacements helping to maximize uptime.
With a fast throughput at 8 ips, you can count on this
printer to deliver a productivity advantage for your
labeling needs. From a migration standpoint, the compact
size and common media specifications results in an easy
path from legacy Intermec printers such as the PM4i and is
backwards compatible with the Intermec 3400 and 4420.
Finally, the printer is lightweight and does not take up
much space. It fits in a space less than 9” and only weighs
6 lbs. So it is light enough and small enough to easily
move around.

Optional: VA VistA Printer Kit is also available in WiFi
to make connectively more mobile. This printer has all the
same features as the Ethernet Ready unit except it has
WiFi built-in and can be easily connected to existing WiFi
networks. (Part # MPC43-2)
Product # MPC43-1 Ethernet VA VistA Label Printer
Product # MPC43-2 WiFi VA VistA Label Printer

Call MSS Software at 1.800.428.8643
for pricing and other info.
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